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Applications:

 • Software Test and Evaluation
 • System Integration
 • Maintenance
 • Performance Monitoring
 • Operational Test (Land, Sea, Air)
 • Diagnostics and Prognostics 

Now there is an easier way to monitor, analyze and trou-
bleshoot complex embedded systems.

SystemTrace from ITCN provides a complete instrumenta-
tion system for acquiring data from an embedded system. 
It includes modules that monitor data on various types of 
media such as computer backplanes, serial data buses, par-
allel data buses and discrete signal lines. Current modules 
monitor VME backplanes and MIL-STD-1553 embedded 
systems.

SystemTrace is a scalable, reconfigurable platform for 
instrumentation of data buses. It combines unified con-
trols, timing, and trigger features to provide seamless inte-
gration of multiple instrumentation modules. SystemTrace 
uses Real-Time Non-Intrusive (RTNI) techniques so that the 
act of monitoring does not affect the system's operation.

SystemTrace architecture consists of a PC workstation, a 
communications network, and one or more instrumenta-
tion modules. 

Instrumentation modules are the central component 
of SystemTrace. Multiple modules can be distributed 
throughout the system under test. When multiple data 
streams are being monitored simultaneously, the modules'  
Trigger Sync Logic allows precise time-correlation of col-
lected data and complex triggering across multiple moni-
tors and data streams.

SystemTrace can help software developers and system 
integrators dramatically save time and reduce costs. Users 
can incorporate mission and performance monitoring for 
real-time or post-run analysis. By collecting data across a 
system of multiple heterogeneous data streams, System-
Trace can provide insight into complex embedded systems 
unlike any other product available today.

Test and Instrumentation

SystemTrace

A system-wide view of operations correlated in time aids analysis ›
RTNI monitoring does not affect system operation during measure- ›
ments, thereby giving accurate results 
Supports the entire life-cycle of the instrumented embedded system,  ›
reducing instrumentation costs 
Common GUI for dissimilar targets saves time and training invest- ›
ment 
Programmable data collection scenarios for user controlled param- ›
eters 
Collection of only "data of interest" increases length of observation  ›
time and decreases analysis time 
Scalable architecture supports changing requirements  ›
Remote monitoring capability saves time and money  ›
Simultaneous monitoring of multiple data streams gives a system- ›
wide view of data 
Complex state machine, filters, and triggers for in-depth testing and  ›
analysis 
Long-term, large volume data storage  ›
Easy to use software has flexible viewing and reporting options ›
View data collection and analyze it in real-time ›
Supports entire life-cycle of the instrumented embedded system,  ›
reducing instrumentation expense
Time-correlated data collection across up to 64 Probes (32 modules) ›
Up to 256 Data Element Filters for each channel ›
Cross module triggers provide internal and external triggering of  ›
state machine and events
Programmable and reusable data collection scenarios ›

FEATURES
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